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Dr. Frederick H. Young, Howard E. Reinhardt, and William R. Ballard will
join the Mathematics Department at Montana State University, Missoula, this fall,
President Carl McFarland announced today.

Dr. Young will be an associate professor of mathematics. He has been a
senior engineer in research at Autonetics, Downey, Calif. for the past year.
From 1955-56 he was an assistant professor at Portland State College, and from
1952-55 an assistant professor at Montana State College. He was a mathematician
for the U. S. Naval Bureau of Ordnance from 1951-52. He received his B.A. and
M.A. from Oregon State College, and Ph.D. from the University of Oregon. Dr.
Young has had several articles published in mathematics journals.

Reinhardt will be an assistant professor and will teach mathematics and
statistics and do consulting work on the campus. He has been a statistician,
Engineering Research Institute, Ann Arbor, Mich., 1956; teaching fellow, Univer­
sity of Michigan, 1953-56; instructor, Washington State College, 1952-53; statis­
tician, General Electric, Hanford, Wash., 1951-52; and teaching fellow, Washing­
ton State College, 1949-51. He was awarded his B.A. from the University of Idaho,
and M.A. from Washington State College. He is receiving his Ph.D. from the
University of Michigan.

Ballard will be an assistant professor of mathematics. He has been instruc­
tor and assistant professor of mathematics at the Air Force Institute of Technology,
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base since 1954. Previous to this time, he was junior
mathematician, institute for Air Weapons Research at the University of Chicago.
He also was an instructor at Washington State College. He received his A.B. from
Whitman College, and S.M. from the University of Chicago. He will receive his Ph.D.
from the University of Chicago at the end of this summer session.
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